
Lecture 1 

1. Cost management is the actions management taken in the short-run and long-run in 

planning and control of costs that increase value for customers and lower the costs of 

products and services.  

 Short run = costs and inputs cannot be varied  

 Long run = all costs and inputs can be varied  

2. Financial acc vs. Mgt acc 

 
3. Cost accounting: 

Measure and reports financial and non-financial information related to the org’s 

acquisition and consumption of resources.  

 

Lecture 2 Fundamental cost concepts & flow of the resources (inventoriable) 

Part 1: 

1. Cost object: anything for which a separate measurement of costs is required.  

e.g. divisions, projects, customers, products, etc. 

2. Cost assignment: assign costs to various cost objects. 

- Economically feasible to trace (the costs of tracing does not exceed the benfits of 

doing so, may depends on the cost object chosen) => direct costs  

- Not economically feasible to trace => indirect costs=> allocate 

3. Direct costs = direct materials + direct labour  

Indirect costs =indirect materials + indirect labour  

 Find the best methods to assign the indirect costs to the cost object.  

 

 

 



4. Variable vs. fixed cost  

How does the costs change in relation to changes in the volume of the cost object? 

  

Total variable costs change as volume changes within the relevant range. Variable costs per 

unit remain the same when the volume changes within the relevant range .  

 Help organizations predict what would happen to their total cost when the production 

volume changes. Cost-volume-analysis  

5. Relevant range  

Costs may not be fixed or variable over all possible ranges of volume (e.g. increase or 

decrease as the production volumes changes). 

E.g. fixed costs increases as the no. of tickets sold.  

Part 2  -the flow of the cost of the resources 

Different types of the organizations have distinctive patterns of resources flows.  

- Services: no inventory  

- Merchandizing: only finished goods inventory  

- Manufacturing: stages of production (raw materials => WIP => FG) 

1. Merchandizing inventories  

Costs of purchase = Net purchase + Freight In => become costs of sales (expenses) when the 

goods are sold  

2. Manufacturing inventories  

Costs of purchase =net purchase + freight-in  

Costs of conversion =direct labour + Mfg OH  

- Mfg OH =costs included in converting materials into finished goods 

- Fixed Mfg OH=indirect costs of production that remain relatively constant regardless 

of the volume of the production  

e.g. depreciation & maintenance of factory buildings and equipment; cost of factory 

mgt and admin. 



-  Variable Mfg OH =indirect costs of production that vary directly with the volume of 

production  

e.g. indirect materials and labours  

Inventoriable costs = (net purchases + freight-in) +(direct labour +Mfg OH) 

  

 

 

Opportunity cost  

Relevant range 

3. Flow vs. Stock  

Opening WIP +DM used +DL+ Indirect MFOH-FG=Closing WIP 

Opening FG +DM+DL+MFGOH-COGS=Closing FG  

 


